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17 July 2020  

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 

Bringing together a family of future-proofed products ready to create the workforce of the future. 

Ploytech group of Companies, incorporated in the state of Victoria, Australia, has changed its name to 

nimbus Cloud and registered address, effective 17 July 2020.  

Why the change: 

With the recent FairWork focus on wage underpayments and Australia’s complex and ever-changing 

workplace regulations, using Australian-built, globally enabled software targeted around cloud, 

compliance, remote work, and human optimization is essential to improve outcomes and mitigate 

risk.  

 

The depth and strength of our software has led to some changes being implemented across the 

company. To align our three products (Time2Work, Connect and Hub), we have refreshed our 

branding to include reference to nimbus – this enables consistency and transparency across all 

brands.  

 

As a result, in the coming weeks you will see changes to our new company, updates to our company 

logo on associated materials, as well as other exciting innovations across all nimbus platforms. 

  

As part of this change the Time2Work Employee App is also being updated with new logo and livery 

incorporating the updated company name. This will be pushed into the Google Play and App Store this 

week.  

 

Benefits:  

Connecting all nimbus products enables us to continue to create the right features and systems our 

customers need, while having the resources to further innovate and develop our understanding of the 

fluid nature of the modern workforce, to ultimately future-proof our customers for success.  

 

Utilising Australian-built, patented software will continue to benefit businesses across Workforce 

Management (nimbus Time2Work); Contact Centre Workforce Optimisation (nimbus Connect); and 

Telecommunications Disaster Recovery and Business Continuity (nimbus Hub) needs.  

 

We would like to thank our customers and partners for their ongoing support of nimbus. We are 

excited for the future of innovation and how software can make a lasting impact on our workforce 

and communities.  

 

END 

 

About nimbus 

Australian-built and globally enabled, nimbus is a true cloud offering developed around four key 

customer pillars: Cloud - Compliance - Remote Work - Human Optimisation. 

 

With compliance at our heart, we deliver Workforce Optimisation solutions to ensure our proven 

patent process enables businesses to be confident they have the best security, compliance, and 

employee management system available. Our mission is to provide "live anywhere, work everywhere" 

opportunities. 

nimbus Time2Work | nimbus Connect | nimbus Hub 

https://www.nimbus.cloud/ 

https://www.linkedin.com/company/nimbuscloud 
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